
HOW TO
WITHDRAW
This guide explains how to add your

bank account and also how to

withdraw on Prestmit.com.

https://prestmit.com/


What�Is�Naira�Wallet?�
LET US EXPLAIN

Every Prestmit account comes with a Naira

Wallet. 

This is where the proceeds of every transaction

go. When you sell on Prestmit, the payment is

added to your naira wallet balance and it's

available for withdrawal at any time. 

Also, to buy on Prestmit, payments will be

deducted from your Naira wallet Balance. 

You can manually fund your Naira Wallet by

direct bank transfer to your virtual bank

account.



CAN I SAVE? 
Yes, you can keep money in your

Prestmit wallet and withdraw at

anytime.

WHAT'S THE LIMIT?
There's no limit to how much or how

long you can leave you money in your

wallet.

WHEN? 
You can withdraw at any time, as we

operate 24/7.



LET'S�BEGIN
Before you can withdraw, you will need

to add your bank account.



1. ADD BANK ACCOUNT

On the naira wallet page, scroll down,

you will see a column for "My bank

accounts". 

Click 'add new' to add the bank

account(s) you want for withdrawal.

You can add multiple, you will select

which account you want your

withdrawal to go to when requesting for

withdrawal. 

You cannot add more than 3 bank

accounts. Otherwise there'll be need

for KYC verification.



2. HOW TO WITHDRAW

On the naira wallet page, you will see a column

that says "Withdrawal Request History". 

The table shows your past withdrawals. If

you want to withdraw, click "Withdraw

Funds" button. 

Then, select the bank account you want the

payment to go to. Enter the amount you want

to withdraw.

You will be required to re-enter your password

to withdraw, to keep you safe.

To be safer, you can activate 2FA

authentication on your profile, which means

anytime withdrawal is being initiated on your

account, we send a code to your email, then

you will need to enter the code before the

withdrawal is approved. This way, a stranger

will not just log in and steal your funds even if

they know your password.



REJECTED WITHDRAWAL?

Your bank is unavailable at that

moment

Your bank account cannot receive

up to the amount you are trying to

withdraw.

In rare cases, withdrawal might be

rejected because of two reasons.

1.

2.

WHAT'S NEXT?
Once you submit, you will get your

money instantly as our withdrawal

process is immediate.



WHAT IF YOU DO NOT GET
YOUR WITHDRAWAL

INSTANTLY? 

In most cases, Prestmit withdrawals are

instant. But if you do not get your

payment within a few minutes, it's

okay.

Banks at times can delay the payment.  

Please be patient and if you don't get it

within 24 hours, contact us using the

means below. 



You can contact PRESTMIT on our

official Whatsapp line at

07026290389. Response is

INSTANT.

You can make use of the live chat

on our website at any time. Quick

response always.

You can send us a mail at

help@prestmit.com.

NEED�HELP?�

Reach out to PRESTMIT via various

channels...



40,000�USERS

Over 40K active users

and stil counting...

92,000�TRADES

With over 98% positive

reviews...

24/7

Always available

WHY PRESTMIT? 
Having served thousands of customers

over the years, it's safe to say Prestmit

is best for your transactions.



THANKS�FOR

USING

PRESTMIT.COM

https://prestmit.com/

